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Chasing Returns Has a High Cost for Investors
Monday, April 14, 2014
By YiLi Chien
Chien,, Senior Economist
The investment behavior of households could be inNuenced by their own past
experience, especially by the return performance of their portfolios. We can see this
through U.S. equity mutual fund Nows being positively correlated with their past returns.
In other words, an average equity mutual fund investor tends to buy when past returns
are high and sell otherwise. This is called return-chasing behavior.
I used quarterly equity mutual fund Now and return data from the Investment Company
Institute for the period 2000-2012. The Vgure shows two data series: equity mutual
fund Nows and past quarter returns. The Now data at period t is measured as a
percentage of the total value of U.S. equity mutual funds. The return plotted at period t
is the return over the previous quarter. Clearly, equity mutual fund Nows correlated
positively with past return. The correlation coeXcient between the returns and Nows
was 0.49.
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This is important because such return-chasing behavior might cost mutual fund
investors. Given that stock market returns are almost unpredictable in the short run
and the return reverts to the mean (or moves back toward the average) in the long run,
the tendency to buy high and sell low when exhibiting return-chasing behavior could
eventually reduce part of their proVts.
To assess how much return-chasing behavior costs investors, I compared the actual
realized return of return-chasing behavior in our sample to a simple buy-and-hold
investment strategy (a strategy in which investors simply buy equity and hold it for an
extended period of time). We set the holding period of the buy-and-hold strategy to Vve
years. (The result would be even stronger if the holding period was longer.)
Return-chasing behavior involves the size of investors’ equity positions changing over
time, so the returns of both investment behaviors were evaluated in terms of so-called
asset-weighted return. Note that the asset-weighted return of the buy-and-hold strategy
simply equaled the time-weighted return during the holding period, which is the
standard deVnition of average equity return reported on Vnancial statements.
The result shows that return-chasing behavior had a signiVcant impact on the
performance of return. The buy-and-hold strategy earned an average annual return of
5.6 percent in the sample period, while return-chasing behavior only realized 3.6
percent. In other words, chasing returns caused the average U.S. mutual fund investor
to miss around 2 percent return per year, which is very signiVcant.

This post was updated to include a references section.
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Exactly. Though in consequence of holding I get aggravated every quarter
by the company I invest thru to the eﬀect that 'you might want to
consider..."
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